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25 Editorial
30 Letters to the editor
40 Outlets
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BRAND EXCELLENCE
74 Fashioning fresh frontiers
As Pepe continues to expand nationwide, it is all set to launch its kidswear range in India in 2015

FASHION FORWARD
81 Long live the great ads!
In this visual extravaganza, Images BoF showcases top denim campaigns by various denim brands

MY THOUGHTS
100 Restructuring market linkages for effective consumer connect
Baqar Iftikhar Naqvi, Business Director, Wazir Advisors rings the warning bell for all major brands and retailers to shape-up for the next generation consumers

RETAIL EXCELLENCE
102 Sohum Shoppe: Flight of a dream
After conquering the retail skyline of Assam, Sohum Shoppe is now all set to expand its horizons to other key centers of north-east India

BRAND WATCH
108 Small cities but huge customers
Rahul Bhalla, CEO, Latin Quarters share the strategies of the brand's expansion plans

ENTREPRENEUR
110 Ripfly: Managing a balance between online and offline retail
Shammika Gopalani, Co-Owner, Ripfly speaks on the latest trends in denim and the brand’s future plans

BRAND ONLINE
114 Tarama: Making business easy and the ladies happy
Prem Gupta, MD, Miracle Lifestyle shares the uncommon marketing route he has adopted for his brand
COVER STORY
DENIM MARKET IN INDIA
Amit Gugnani, Senior Vice President - Fashion (Textile and Apparel), Technopak gives an overview and shares insights on the Indian denim market.

A NEW VISTAS IN DENIM COMFORT & SHAPE
Paolo Briatore, MD, Invista (South Asia) talks on Lycra’s major plans for India and its marquee leadership in catalyzing stretch and fit aspect in denims.

THE ROMANCE OF DENIM & ITS ELEMENT
Dr. Sanyogietaa Chadha, HOD - Fashion Design, Pearl Academy of Fashion discusses the little things that make great impact—the essential elements of jeans.

THE DENIM JACKET: FROM A WORKING BLOUSE TO A CHIC STATEMENT
As a symbol of youth and rebellion, denim jackets have always ruled the roost.

MADURA BETS BIG ON DENIMS
The iconic corporate name in branded garments, Madura unveils its denims arsenal across its power-house brands.

IFF 15 COUNTDOWN
115 India Fashion Forum 2015
A first sneak preview to the annual congregation of the business of Indian fashion.

CATEGORY
122 Unzipping the journey of jackets in India
Renowned brands share insights on jacket trends, its demand and the market.

LUXURY
132 The art of making fur
Fendi reveals its timeless secrets to creating fur with cutting edge quality and unprecedented techniques.

PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH
134 "India should be the preferred destination for fashion"
Manish Mandhana, MD, Mandhana Industries reveals his personal and professional sides.
WELCOME TO THE IN FASHION SECTION OF IMAGES BUSINESS OF FASHION. IN THIS SECTION, WE BRING TO YOU THE LATEST VISTAS AND INSIGHTS IN FASHION CREATION ACROSS FASHION DESIGN, FASHION TRENDS AND FASHION INGREDIENTS.

140 INSIDE STORY
THE SCIENCE OF MAKING JEANS
The making of a pair of jeans is far from being simple and easy, each pair goes through an elaborate procedure.

154 INNOVATION
WOOL DENIM
Rob Langtry, Global Chief Strategy and Marketing Officer at AWI, Woolmark, talks about the benefits and usability of wool denim.

158 TRENDS
DENIM TRENDS: AUTUMN/WINTER 2014-15
Ingene Insights shares denim trends for the upcoming season.

144 STUDY
DELVING DEEPER INTO DENIM FABRICS IN INDIA
An analysis on growth levels, latest trends and future of denim fabrics in India.
FACTS STORE
174 Northern lights
This time we travelled north to find some inspiration for store design and visual merchandise – but see for yourself in our store selection

FOCUS FABRICS
176 A kind of blue
Denim is hot again and focused denim trade shows are mushrooming, insiders explain why

178 Denim strikes back
Denim is back on catwalks and in the fashion scene. But now it is hyped with new function, more sustainability and innovative hues as will be seen in the S/S 2016 novelties revealed at denim by PV Barcelona

FOCUS TALKS
180 Emergency management
We asked four industry insiders: what was the worst business crisis you ever had to overcome and how were you able to do so? They share their tales from the trenches

FASHION TRENDS
181 Wild things
Dreamy hippie girls clash with urban tech nerds and tough fashionistas meet up with chilled sartorial beach-boys - the trends for spring/summer 2015 are characterized by opposing relationships

SHOOTS
194 True blue